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Penfabric Mill 2 is bestowed Toray 
Total Cost Down Exemplary Award.  

 
Dear Penfabricans,  
 
In our concerted effort for safety, efficiency, productivity and 
workforce moral improvement, Penfabric embarked on a journey to 
proceed with Digital Manufacturing System ( DMS ) by Rationalization 
of processes, Automation, and Internet-of-Things (IoT) Incorporation 
in 2014. This journey moves us on the gateway to realize high 
productivity by utilizing Industry 4.0 concept by way of smart factory 
with labour saving technologies. Coupled with Predictive Maintenance, 
making Penfabricans Engineers becomes our intention and path ahead.  
 
Penfabric Mill 2's Grey Roll Stocker automation project is the first 
step towards this direction. Mill 2 worked fervently with the vendor to 
make the first such automated facility in the textile industry and the 
first in Toray Group to come up with this meaningful and awe inspiring 
project. This signifies our route towards making Penfabric step into 
Industry 4.0. This innovation helps to eliminate heavy and dangerous 
workloads at the factory floor, install labour rationalization, enhance 
safety features and also in compliance of 3 S concepts. This effort is 
an excellent way to reduce our fixed cost. In recognition of this 
ingenious and innovative effort, Mill 2 was bestowed Toray Total Cost 
Down Exemplary Award. Mill 2 Weaving Section Manager Mr Mohd 
Fadzil was at the Toray TC Activity Award giving ceremony on October 
5 to receive this award from Mr DEGUCHI, Sr Vice President of Toray. 
At the same time, Mr Deguchi gave Penfabric encouragement and his 



kind comments as below:  
Quote:  
 
Mr. Deguchi's encouragement and  comment  
 
PAB promoted automation based on the superior point of view from 
technician of on-site(GENBA)  
・There was a strong leadership of MD Mr. Teh.  
・Carry out reduction of manpower and fixed cost, aimed at great 
cost reduction.  
・It also leads to a higher level of product management and 
contributes to safety.  
・Mr. Deguchi widely tells this activity to other companies by himself.  
・PAB also do horizontal development of this activity on ASEAN 
area.  
 
Unquote.  
This award will spur us into greater heights in the direction of 
leadership by adopting ICT for our manufacturing process to usher in 
the era of Industry 4.0.  
Dear Penfabricans, DMS is now the life line of Penfabric's future. Let 
us put in all our efforts to realize our goal to make Penfabric the best 
textile company in the world.  
 
Thank you Mill 2 and all Penfabricans to make Penfabric proud.  
Have a restful weekend mulling putting our best foot forward for DMS 
to ensure success in all our ICT projects. 



Thank you.  

 
 
Mr Mohd Fadzil receiving Award from Mr Deguchi, Toray Sr Vice President.  
 



 
 
A photo session with Mr Deguchi and Mr Okada. 



 
  
With kind regards,        
HSTeh.   


